X-CLUSIVE X-FACTOR FEATURES
The X-Factor suspension system forms the foundation upon which
everything rides, comprising an ALKO Enduro Outback independent
coil suspension system with dual shock absorbers. The suspension is
coupled to 16-inch alloy wheels and mounted on a Preston
Chassis-built Supergal chassis. The body is encapsulated in
composite aluminium cladding and ﬁtted with Camec Crimsafe
main security door.

GET CONNECTED

Appliances include IBIS 3 reverse cycle air conditioner, Dometic
Compressor 3-way refrigerator, a Swift oven and a gas cooktop with
electric hotplate. Electrical components comprise a 320W solar
system, dual batteries and BM Pro power system .
The interior décor features CNC-cut furniture with Stylelite double
sided gloss or velvet ﬁnish cupboard doors, Lustrolite perspex splashbacks and leather upholstery. An extended LED lighting package

TO YOUR LIFESTYLE

GET CONNECTED TO YOUR LIFESTYLE

WHEELS & CHASSIS
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206

216

230

✔

✔

✔

✔

245 R16 A/T Tyres and Alloy Wheels

✔

✔

✔

✔

D035 Swivel Pin Coupling

✔

✔

✔

✔

6” x 2” A-frame & Chassis

✔

✔

✔

✔

Extended A-frame (6”)

✔

✔

✔

✔

Toolbox with slideout to suit Honda Gen EU20i

✔

✔

✔

✔

ALKO Outback Independent Coil Spring Suspension

✔

✔

✔

✔

Preston Supergal Chassis
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Franklin™ Caravans are 100% Australian made and owned
and ﬁnancially support the following industry bodies, helping
to promote, grow and improve the caravan industry.

Franklin™ is a registered trademark, used under licence by Concept Caravans®

All information contained in this brochure was correct at the time of printing and is subject to change without
CC92FXF 01/19
notice. Photographs may show some non standard features.
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WELCOME
TO FRANKLIN™
CARAVANS

Franklin™ has long been a household name in
Australia, synonymous with the great outdoors
and travelling adventures.
As one of the largest caravan manufacturers in
Australia’s history, Franklin™ caravans have become Australian icons.

From the sun of the beach to the serenity
of the bush, Franklin™ has been an integral
part of many Australian holidays for years,
renowned for setting the standards for quality,
reliability, durability and affordability.

The evolution of the 2019 X-Factor combines
10 years of product innovation and technological advancement and features the very latest
choices of matte or gloss ﬁnish doors, highlighting the contemporary trends in interior
design. Lightweight European crafted timber

furniture and cabinetry manufactured in
our state of the art, computerised factory –
fully Australian made and Australian owned.
A large number of additions to standard
features focus on improved free campability: dual solar panels, dual batteries, 12V

compressor refrigerator and grey water
tank.
The 2019 X-Factor will allow you to travel
to more exciting locations in comfort,
while delivering the performance you
expect from a Franklin™.

X FACTOR
The X Factor builds on the Franklin™
reputation for quality and reliability and
offers additional standard features and
interior options.
From an extensive suspension system,
a 6-inch chassis and A-frame, to the
checkerplate sides and 16-inch alloy
wheels and an external TV box with marine
speakers, everything for your Australian
adventure has been included. Step inside
and the spacious interior is ﬁnished with
genuine leather upholstery, leather padded
bed head and a full kitchen including an
oven. All the comforts of home you have
come to expect in a Franklin™.

Visit our website at franklincaravans.com.au for full speciﬁcations, layouts & photo gallery

The X-Factor has 10 variants to select from,
along with the option of lounge styles – Café,
L-shaped or Club (depending on the layout),
allowing for your personal lifestyle preferences.
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206 RDREVCAFW

216 RDCAFW

216 MDCAFW

23 EWR-FL
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